VIA Wireless Presentation & Collaboration Solutions

The fully-featured VIA Collage offers meeting participants advanced collaboration
tools for a wide range of meeting spaces. With any laptop or mobile device, users
can wirelessly share any size file, stream uninterrupted full HD video (up to 1080p60),
turn the main display into a digital whiteboard and chat with other users. VIA Collage
can show (in 4K-UHD) up to six user screens on one main display or up to 12 screens
on two displays. At any time, any meeting participant can Step-In™ and display their
screen on the main display. Participants can also view the main display on their own
device if they are too far from the display or just need a closer look at the material on
the screen. VIA Collage includes iOS, Android and Chromebook mirroring. Remote
users can easily join the meeting and collaborate in real time with embedded
3rd-party video conferencing and office apps.

VIA GO
VIA GO, Kramer’s newest wireless presentation device in the VIA family, gives iOS, Android, Chromebook, PC, and Mac users instant wireless connectivity
with advanced presentation technology. VIA GO features content streaming for crystal clear mirrored images and stunning video playback. The solution
includes iOS, Android and Chromebook mirroring. With industry−leading 1024−bit encryption and built−in Wi−Fi, VIA GO can be used securely on the
internal network.

VIA Connect PRO
VIA Connect PRO offers the ideal collaboration solution for small to mid-sized meeting rooms and huddle spaces. With any laptop or mobile device,
meeting participants can share any size file, turn the main display into a digital whiteboard, chat with other users, and stream full uninterrupted HD
video (up to 1080p60). VIA Connect PRO can wirelessly show up to four user screens on a single main display and features iOS and Android mirroring.

VIA Campus
VIA Campus offers advanced collaboration and engagement tools that enhance interactive learning in Education and Corporate Training environments.
From any laptop or mobile device, students and teachers can view the main display, edit documents together in real time, share any size file, turn the
main display into a digital whiteboard, and more. VIA Campus also lets teachers use e-polling and e-exams to easily and instantly measure how much
students are actually learning. VIA Campus can show up to six user screens on one main display or up to 12 screens on two displays. The solution
features iOS, Android and Chromebook mirroring. Remote students can easily join the class and collaborate in real time with embedded 3rd-party video
conferencing and office apps.

VIA PAD
Using capacitive and proximity technologies, VIA PAD lets you instantly show your screen on the main display. Just plug it in and present. No driver
download! Now it’s easier than ever to share what’s on your PC or laptop with everyone in the meeting. The VIA Pocket accessory is for holding multiple
VIA PADs.

VIA Site Management (VSM)
VIA Site Management (VSM) is Kramer’s software application that lets administrators easily view and manage all VIA devices within the same network.
You can check the status of each device, remotely maintain and configure devices and see who is logged in. You can also easily perform VIA software
updates!

Every effort has been made to ensure the integrity of this catalog. Jenne, Inc. cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation associated with any products due to
omissions, typographic errors or misprints.

AUD I O AND VI DEO CONFERENCI NG E QU I PM E NT

Kramer’s VIA Wireless Presentation and Collaboration Solutions are the only BYOD platforms
delivering TRUE-Collaboration™ on the market today. With over 10 industry awards, VIA solutions
have proven to make meetings a truly new experience. Actual work gets done in meetings
because meeting participants, both locally and remotely, can collaborate in a natural way and
walk out of the meeting with the completed work on their own device. VIA allows users to
instantly connect wirelessly, collaborate effortlessly and effectively, and truly engage all the
participants in a meeting. It delivers a TRUE-Collaboration experience in any type of meeting
space, from larger conference rooms to smaller huddle spaces.
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Installer Product Showcase

AU D I O AND VI DEO CONFERENCI NG E QUI PM E NT

Kramer offers an extremely diverse line of Installer Solutions for all AV applications. You may need cable management devices such as Kramer's elegant
table mounted boxes for handling diverse connectivity needs in a table or podium. You may also need Wall Plates that provide convenient access to
your AV system. From these connectivity points you need high-quality cables of varying types to carry the signals to their destination. Finally your video
message needs audio support - speakers that faithfully reproduce and distribute your audio. Kramer's wide range of installer solution products give you
the tools and freedom to design a perfect installation.
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TBUS-203XL
Pop−Up Table Mount Multi−Connection Solution
The TBUS−203xl is a furniture−mounted pop−up connection bus that is easily installed into a table or podium top. The
TBUS−203xl interface enables you to connect any equipment to systems installed in a room via five single inserts or two dual
inserts and one single insert.
• Pneumatic Lift - Easy opening & closing by pressing down gently on the cover. When not in use, it lowers flush with the table.
• Power Input - Universal, USA, European and many other worldwide power sockets available.
• Elegant and Rugged Rectangular Design - The sturdy and attractive anodized aluminum enclosure provides maximum
connectivity in the smallest possible footprint, and at the same time is cost effective and easy to install.
• Installation - Requires tools and expertise to cut a 21.2cm x 12.2cm (8.4” x 4.8”) rectangular hole in the surface of the
   furniture. Maximum table thickness is 7.6cm (3”).
• Note - The power socket module is not included. Purchase the country−specific module separately.
• Available in Black (B) or Brushed Aluminum (BC)

TBUS-203XL

JENNE PART NUMBER
TBUS-203XL

K-ABLE/XL
Table Bus Mounted Cable Retractors
The K−ABLE/XL is a TBUS−mounted cable extender, retractor and housing that is easily installed in any TBUS. The device is available
with one of seven cable types and can be mounted in any TBUS without the need for any extra mounting brackets.
• Convenient, easy to install in any TBUS • Intuitive Use - Pull and stop or pull and retract
• Available Cable Types - HDMI, VGA, audio (3.5mm), VGA & audio, CAT 6, USB &  DisplayPort
• Maximum Cable Extension - Up to 1.5m (4.9ft) • Horizontal Mount - Easily mounts underneath a table or shelf
• TBUS Compatibility - Mounts directly into the TBUS insert slot with no extra mounting bracket
JENNE PART NUMBER
K-ABLE/XL-VGA/A		
Cable Retractor - VGA & Audio
K-ABLE/XL-VGA		
Cable Retractor - VGA
K-ABLE/XL-H		
Cable Retractor - HDMI
K-ABLE/XL-DP		
Cable Retractor - DisplayPort
K-ABLE/XL-A		
Cable Retractor - 3.5mm Audio
K-ABLE/XL-LAN		
Cable Retractor - Ethernet
K-ABLE/XL-USB		
Cable Retractor - USB

K-ABLE/XL

CP-AOCH/XL
Plenum Rated Active Fiber Optic High−Speed HDMI Cables with Detachable Connectors
Kramer’s AOCH/XL is a pluggable, Plug and Play HDMI active optical cable (AOC) that has unique removable HDMI−A ends allowing the cable to be very
easily pulled through small−size conduits. It offers the easiest install solution for HDMI, supporting resolutions up to 4K UHD over long cable runs (up
to 328ft) without the need for an external power supply or additional extenders. With its thin, flexible cable and small connector, the AOCH/XL delivers
ultimate reliability and convenience.
• Video Resolution  - 1080p full HD, Deep Color 48−bit, 3D, 4K @30Hz (4:4:4), 4K @60Hz (4:2:0).
• Embedded Audio  - PCM 8−channel, Dolby Digital True HD, DTS−HD Master Audio.
• HDMI Compliance  - HDCP, EDID, CEC.
• Construction  - 4 optical fibers and 6 copper wires.
• No External Power  - Powers the active units via the HDMI connector, consumes only 0.25W (50mA @5V).
• Very Thin Construction  - 3.4mm (0.13") diameter.
• Small Bending Ratio  - Only 6mm (0.24").
• Jacket Construction  - Plenum rated CMP−OF (UL).
• Pull Strength  - 500N (50kg).
CP-AOCH/XL
JENNE PART NUMBER
CP-AOCH/XL-33
33’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-197
197’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-50
50’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-230
230’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-66
66’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-262
262’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-98
98’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-295
295’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-131 131’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable CP-AOCH/XL-328
328’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable
CP-AOCH/XL-164 164’ - Fiber Optic High−Speed Pluggable HDMI Cable AD-AOCH/XL/TR
Replacement HDMI Connector
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